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Paul Talks
BEFORE YOU READ:
SOUND SPELLINGS:  
The target sound spellings are Short O spelled AU - haul, because, August and AL - walk, 
talk, chalk. Some people pronounce the L in walk and talk, and if you do, just skip the L 
as part of the sound spelling. See Sounds & Their Spelling Patterns, 3rd Edition, pages 13 
and 71.

SNAPWORDS®: LIST E: decide, prize, realized, father, because. LIST V: organize, talk. 
Prize, realized, father, talk, and because all follow the sound spellings for this lesson.

SUFFIXES:  ISH - stylish, foolish, childish. IST - novelist, cellist, artist, cyclist, herbalist. 
IZE - organize, realize. "ISH" means having the qualitities of. So childish means having the 
qualities of a child. "IST" means someone who is an expert in. So cyclist means he is an 
expert bicycle rider. "IZE" means to make happen or to become. To organize means to 
become more orderly.

PREVIEW: Scan the story, searching for SnapWords®, suffixes, and sound spelling words.

WHILE YOU READ:
a. Ask the children to close their eyes and “see” the action as they read each page.
b. They may use scratch paper to record names of characters as you read.
c. Have them practice retelling the story to a partner.

AFTER YOU READ - COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS:
1. Name three things Paul likes to do.
2. Why do you think Paul thought he didn't like to talk in the beginning?
3. What do you think changed his mind?
4. Why do you think Paul became so good at so many things?

1. All answers will vary. 
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My father, Paul, liked so many things that 
he could not decide on just one. So, he did 
all of them. Today, my father is a novelist, a 
cellist, an artist, a cyclist, and an herbalist!
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Paul was organized. Each morning, very 
early, Paul went to the attic to work on his 
novel. Next, he went to his garden to take 
care of his herbs. At night, he played his 
cello.

Every week, Paul went on long bike rides in 
the country. On Saturday and Sunday, he 
painted in his studio. Paul did not have to 
talk, because he worked by himself.
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